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 UPDATE                                       11 -17 August 2017  

 World Humanitarian Day #NOTATARGET 

HIGHLIGHTS: Amidst increased displacement mainly from Telafar and surrounding villages, pertinent protection concerns this week included intensification of access re-

strictions for internally displaced persons (IDPs) trying to reach certain camps and non-camp areas. There have also been reports of arbitrary detention of minors. 
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58,954     60,881     48,170      44,973 

90% of families with no income 

1,233 unaccompanied or separated children 

27%  of families missing civil documentation 

4,688 families referred for cash assistance 

**Protection monitoring information includes data from the broader Mosul Corridor covering Erbil, Ninewa, Salah al-Din and Kirkuk Governorates since March 2016 
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Displacement trends 

Displacement out of Telafar, Abu Maria, Mahlabiya, Mazr’a, Al Hamra, and several other villages in Ninewa Gover-

norate increased with around 500-3,500IDPs arriving daily at the Hammam Alil screening site (south of Mosul) and 

other mustering sites. Some families reported fleeing extremist groups' controlled areas and the fear of being used 

as human shields, because of the lack of basic services (electricity, health and water) and dire food shortages. Oth-

ers fled active fighting in villages near Telafar.  Protection teams have observed an increase in the number of in-

jured IDPs arriving to mustering points compared to previous weeks. According to the IDPs, and confirmed by 

health actors, the majority of injuries were due to sniper fire and exploded mines. The use of victim-activated anti-

personal mines and targeting of civilians by extremist groups remains a pervasive violation of humanitarian law. 

IDPs reported coming across dead bodies along the route, reportedly some executed by extremist groups while 

others died of dehydration or other health conditions during the long journey.  Families are still walking long dis-

tances of up to 20 hours to reach the first mustering point while others resorted to smugglers who helped them 

navigate safer routes. The arduous and unpredictable flight path deters families with small children, elderly or 

other vulnerable persons to flee. 

At one of the main screening sites, authorities rely on one computer to screen several hundred people, without 

electricity, causing delays when the computer runs out of battery power. The delay is further compounded by in-

sufficient transport to facilitate movement of IDPs between screening sites and Hammam Alil transit centre, some-

times causing family separation when women and children have to be transported before the male relatives. Pro-

tection actors continue to provide protection services at mustering and screening sites including identifying and 

assisting vulnerable persons, especially unaccompanied/separated children and providing information on onward 

destinations to IDPs. 

Displacement out of east and west Mosul continues as the lack of services, exorbitant rentals and food costs force 

families towards IDP camps.  Others have been displaced towards camps located in the north of Mosul in the hope 

of being allowed to return to areas of origin such as Zummar, Shikhan and Rabia, where reportedly the process for 

return registration in camps will start soon.   

Access to safety 

Protection partners received conflicting information that due to an agreement between Baghdad Central Govern-

ment and the Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KR-I), IDPs from Telafar will no longer be allowed to directly cross the Kurd-

ish frontline to access camps for security reasons. Amalla camp (north-east of Mosul) built by UNHCR to accommo-

date IDPs from Telafar is not being used. Nargizlia camps (north-east of Mosul) have 2,081 family plots available 

and Hasansham and Chamakor camps (east of Mosul) have 1,423 family plots available. Both the camps and Amalla 

camp (east of Mosul) built by UNHCR are not being currently used to host IDPs from Telafar. Reportedly, at least 

3,736 individuals crossed the Kurdish frontline at Bshar (Telafar district) but only 248 individuals were allowed to 

proceed to Nargizlia. The rest were redirected to Hammam Alil. Security officials also confirmed turning away fami-

lies from Nargizlia Reception Centre due to perceived affiliation with extremist groups. In addition, authorities 

manning Munira Bridge have reportedly prevented IDPs from Telafar and surrounding areas from crossing the 

bridge towards east Mosul to join family or to rent accommodation. Access through Victory and Qayarrah bridges 

is also restricted for IDPs from Telafar. 

UNHCR and other protection actors have continued to raise concerns about the impact of access restrictions on 
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hundreds of families who are fleeing Telafar. Those who currently occupy the Hammam Alil transit centre have 

been unable to proceed to east Mosul or to camps in the north and east of Mosul where many have family mem-

bers they wish to join.  The transit site is currently hosting more than 1,200 families.  

Humanitarian actors continue to advocate with the authorities on their responsibility to protect civilians by 

granting them access to safety.   

Abuse of civilians  

Upon several interventions made last week, the authorities deployed female screening officials to two mustering 

points along the Telafar displacement route. It is hoped that this will limit incidents of sexual harassment and as-

sault that had been reported at these locations. IDPs also report that security officials are confiscating personal 

valuables such as laptops citing security reasons.  

Arbitrary detention  

Protection partners continue to observe and receive reports of arbitrary arrests, assaults and torture of IDPs by 

security officials. This is particularly so when IDPs have similar names as the members of the extremist groups who 

are in the screening database. Identified people are then separated, including children as young as 13 years old, 

and reportedly face assault and detention. Some are released shortly thereafter or following interventions.  

The arbitrary detention of minors is also occurring in camps, and protection teams have observed children who 

have been traumatized after having been detained for short periods. This week, nine minors were released from 

Erbil Reformatory after spending months in detention. Those with family were reunified while unaccompanied 

minors have been accommodated in the UNHCR youth centre in Debaga camp. High level advocacy is ongoing to 

ensure that security officials respect the rights of detainees, treat them humanely and that children are afforded 

full protection under the Iraqi Juvenile code.   

Returns monitoring 

IDPs continue to register for returns to areas of origin and other locations. These returns are closely monitored by 

UNHCR to assess for voluntariness and identify protection and other humanitarian needs that can be provided to 

the returnees. In addition to the exit interviews conducted by camp managers, protection partners are supporting 

the Camp Coordination Camp Management (CCCM) Cluster to conduct intentions surveys in the Mosul IDP camps.  

Lack of livelihoods and comprehensive medical services in the camps are increasingly becoming the main reasons 

for departure from the Khazer, Hasansham and Chamakor camps compared to previous months when the lack of 

protection from the heat was another strong push factor. Protection partners interviewed 25 families who depart-

ed east Mosul camps and arrived at places of origin. All the families confirmed that their returns were voluntary, 

that they received their Identity cards (IDs) prior to departure. The majority of returns have been to east Mosul 

where IDPs report the availability of water, electricity, functioning hospitals and schools. Those returning to west 

Mosul neighbourhoods report that services are scarce. The need for a comprehensive strategy for IDPs and sus-

tainable return planning is evident from reports of IDPs who return back to camps and interviews with IDPs who 

intend to remain in the camps. Both groups cite the failure to find livelihoods, lack of capacity to reconstruct their 

houses, and lack of financial means to pay rent in east Mosul as the reasons for returning or remaining in the 

camps. 


